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A Mind Made Up
 
Choice so strong not yielding,
So stringent, too unbending,
and my flesh so unwilling.
Nothing else could break through it,
I've made a choice and nothing can distort it.
 
The next page is turned,
short tussle by the flesh in return,
Faith driven, destiny driven and Love driven,
Though it's audaciously stern,
I believe i can break through it,
Not by power, I tell myself not by might,
I've got nothing to fear for God is my strength.
 
Tenaciously moving,
Not strained nor agitated but still aiming,
It's a fight to the end for the prize of the upward calling,
Nothing moves me now for I know God is watching.
 
Judah Daniel
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A Single Smile
 
A single smile can slain,
A single smile to lane,
A single smile can hide the pain.
A single smile can turn the tide,
A single smile can lead to your guild.
A single smile to rise your soul,
A single smile to widen d hole and
Achieve ur goal.
You need a single smile to start a new life and end the strife,
Just a single smile can melt a heart
and force a start.
 
Judah Daniel
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A True Mother
 
Ever ready to lead when in need,
Ever willing to help indeed,
Always ready to be disturbed to see you unperturbed,
Ever willing to let go of all to see you glad.
 
What a woman,
Care less for herself,
Consistently in touch to see you untouched,
Always ready to be ruffled to see you remain unhurt.
 
Unreserved in deed,
The starting point that is exactly like the apogee,
Embodiment of a rare woman,
Incomparable in attitude,
A light that sees your altitude,
And restructures you till it becomes a reality.
Long life to all mothers.
 
Judah Daniel
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A Word
 
When you are close to
tears
when life seems to be so unfair,
when you are in despair
and all you could ever think of is hope is gone.
 
But there's a word
strong enough to put
you right,
there's one word
powerful enough to
make you smile and
make you feel so
alright.
Just a word i mean one
word.
Just one word can
strike out your fears
just one word can wipe
off your tears
just a word can put you
on top and make you
feel on top of the
world,
just a word is enough
to Change your world
and spin it round
just for your good.
 
Judah Daniel
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All About You
 
All about you,
feel so insecure without you,
I've searched everywhere for what could make me as happy as you.
All I know is that you are close,
that's why I'm never worried or anxious of what tomorrow holds.
With you in me, i feel so high,
with you in me, i feel so alright,
with you beside me, i feel so secured.
And that's why I never wanted to let go of you when you came into my life.
 
Judah Daniel
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Beautiful Love
 
When my heart was full of burden and heaviness,
My mind couldn't seem to comprehend,
All I could feel was emptiness,
But yet you showed up your greatness.
 
Your Love, mercy and forgiveness
Brought me thus far and kept me so close to your embrace,
What could I ever do to pay the debt for this great goodness.
 
I never knew the way,
Until I saw myself heading straight away,
Heading towards the light,
Yet darkness still couldn't fade away.
Watching and waiting closely, till I break away
And darkness has no choice than to stay away.
 
Caught by grace mercy and love,
Nothing else could do it
Cos I was head on and falling all along.
Oh! Your grace has helped me, kept me and held me right on..
 
Judah Daniel
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Dreams
 
Dreams come true
If truly you want it,
Dreams become a reality
If only you put your heart to it,
Dreams are like parables
And at the same time like pointers.
 
They are like candles
That when not wisely used may fade out without any tangible impact.
It could look as if its fake and unreal,
Sometimes it might look so hard to hold on to,
Dreams are not like fireflies,
Though when not pursued it could rise and fly,
Nothing destroys it like low moral.
 
Dreams are coded vision,
Looking for a key called explanation
In order to see the fulfillment.
It could be hard to decode sometimes,
But the effect when decoded is massively positive most times.
Don't toil with dreams
For now they may look unreal
But at the end it has a vivid effect on the lives that decoded the key.
 
Judah Daniel
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Fire Of Love
 
Burning in my heart there's an hunger,
in my heart there's a fire,
deep down in me is a burning desire,
it is you i want to know,
it is you i want to see
come walk and talk with me.
There's an unquencheable fire,
there's an unexplainable desire,
its burning so high in my heart,
each day it draws you closer to my heart,
and i keep praying in my heart never to lose you.
 
Judah Daniel
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Glory To God
 
Who am i not to join the host of heaven to sing,
To say worthy to the ever living King.
Who am i not to fall on my kneels
And bow to you who is above all kings.
 
Worthy is the lamb that was slain,
Praise and bless His Holy name
For He's risen and forever remain
He for eternity is sited enthroned
And can never be dethroned.
Glory! Glory! ! to Him who lives and abides forever and ever and ever..
 
Your dominion is unto the end
My God who has no beginning and the end
You rule and controls the heavens and the earth.
And i bow to you the master of the universe
And glorify you whose kingdom is above all else..
Glory to God forever more..
 
Judah Daniel
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God Is Great
 
It is all about the
mighty works of God.
He has done great and
mighty things,
he has done so much
marvelous things,
if you look around your
life, am sure you will
see everything.
You are still breathing,
that is also one great
thing.
He has done it for me
already,
christ in me the hope of
glory,
he has blessed me in
the presence of my
enemies and that is
why i give him all the
glory,
and i also say my God is
great.
 
Judah Daniel
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Grace
 
Connected to great dimension of grace,
Can't be nothing less and make all amaze,
Though I'm still in the race,
Got so much to gain if I don't stand in awe and gaze.
 
Not in a haste,
Though I'm giving all it takes,
To end well in the race,
before I'm aged,
And depart from here to hear ' well done for faithfully
running the race'.
Receiving my crown and looking back with joy to say I've
done what I know to do,
I've done what I think I should do and
I've done all the creator wants me to do.
 
Judah Daniel
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He's Still Knocking
 
Open up and let him
in, let him have a place
to dwell in you.
 
At the door of your
heart,
he wants to take the
pain away,
he wants to change the
order of your day,
its been bad before,
but it can be good again.
Just open up your
heart,
let him come in and
orientate you from the
life of abject and
hopelessness,
he wants to make you
competent,
he wants to shatter
and destroy all the bad
plans the devil has for
you,
open your heart
and just give him a
place in you,
he loves you and
he's knocking at the
door of your heart.
Will you open up?
 
Judah Daniel
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Home Sweet Home
 
One love binds us
together.
A happy place to be
with lovely faces to see.
Home sweet home,
no other place can be
compared with home,
a place where sharing
never ends,
a place where love and
joy never cease,
a beautiful place where
hope is felt,
and where gladness is
evidently seen.
A place filled with
melody and love,
a place concentrated
with happiness and
peace of mind.
It is truly a home.
 
Judah Daniel
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I Have Got Love
 
Just thinking all alone
with my thoughts
running swiftly down
my spine.
Just a song at twilight
when the lights are
low,
and the flickering
shadows
softly comes and go.
Now am sitting on a
chair
with no one there
and i'm feeling all alone,
thinking and saying to
myself, damn i've got
something in me.
There's an old mill by
the stream,
where we use to sit,
lay down and dream,
And also watch as the
waters flow,
it seems to murmur
sweet and low,
you are my heart
desire,
you are the one on my
mind,
i still have you on my
mind,
i still need you right
here with me
and i don't want my
efforts on you to be in
vain,
because i've got Love
flowing in my veins.
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I Still Need You
 
How can I be smiling
when you're gone,
will i be strong enough
to carry on,
miles and miles to go
before i can say,
before I can lay my love
for you to sleep
I got miles and miles to
go,
before anyone will ever
hear me laugh again,
still needed you here,
but you're gone,
hoping i'll still get you,
but time is moving so fast,
that i can't just watch you live just like that,
praying hard i could find you,
and when i get you i won't let you go again.
 
Judah Daniel
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Incomplete
 
Sometimes you feel incomplete
and sometimes you feel so complete,
we never want to let go of what make us complete.
It's like gold and diamond,
we keep them in our heart with pride.
We never want them to go,
because when the go we lose the strength to glow,
just like the snow causes cold
and there won't be cold without rain or snow,
so without them
we feel lost
and without our true love,
we are incomplete.
 
Judah Daniel
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Is Your Name In That Book?
 
And the Heavens were opened
O! so bright was the scene
Too beautiful to behold,
My saviour coming down
As it was  in the  cloud.
O come Lord.
 
 
And I looked before me,
And on the thrown was sited He who lives forever more,
And the books were opened together with the book of life
Before Him who sits upon the thrown.
It is Jesus who was nailed on the cross for all our sins.
And I saw the great and small, the poor and rich, everyone stood before the Lord
For it is He who judges the faith of all.
 
Anyone whose name is not found written in that book was cast into the lake of
fire,
It's not just about what you desire,
It is all about what was written in that book before you appear before the
judgement thrown.
 
Is your name written in that book?
O! is your  name written in that book?
 
O how strange that moment would be when Mercy ends
How terrible it will look..when the grace ceases 
Hmm.... What else?
When your eternal destination is being declared
By the things written in that book.
 
Is your name written in that book?
 
Judah Daniel
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It's Not Over Yet
 
Sometimes we feel so
dejected and underated,
what life brings could be
so devastating,
we never wanted some
things,
but they happen in such
a way that we seems
not to have control over
them,
what life bring tends to
overwhelm us,
most a times we smile
at them,
many a times we cry
over them,
we hope to see them
over as soon as
possible,
so that we could stop
thinking and dreaming
about them,
but the truth is,
no matter how long a
journey takes,
we will get to our
destination,
so it is not over yet.
 
Judah Daniel
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Just Imagine
 
Just imagine you saw a man involved in an accident and you jumped out of your
car, held him and took him to the hospital,
he was about to open his mouth to speak when he died,
just imagine the doctor telling the police that you killed the man,
just imagine the police handcuffed you and took you to their station,
just imagine what life could be without seeing your loved ones for a year,
just imagine what will become of you behind the bars,
just imagine the tears,
just imagine the pain,
just imagine the agony,
just imagine what you will do if you were to be that fellow.
 
Judah Daniel
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Not All
 
Not all feelings are true,
Not all sensations are genuine,
Not all smiles are from within,
Not everybody that comes around you will tell you the truth,
Not everybody will encourage you when you tell them your dreams.
Not everyone will believe you no matter how true what you say is.
Many will come around you when you are wealthy,
But only few are willing to come around when you are in little distress.
Many can boldly talk straight at you and say they Love you,
But only few can go behind you and say they can't do without you.
You can never be sure of those who love you until you are in a little distress.
 
Judah Daniel
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Not Clear Enough
 
Looking at a clear Christmas light,
Not turning around to see what the future holds,
Holding down all thoughts,
but still seems like all is well.
Working with a conscience as clear
as the moon light in a blue dark sky,
still hoping to see it clearer than it seems to appear.
 
Nothing but a blur vision,
without a scope but all like a new blue ribbon,
faking all day as if it were newly born,
thinking you could see it all from a closer stone throw,
but all to no avail for it became a less clearer glow.
 
Judah Daniel
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Staunch
 
The turning of the tide
Can force a fresh start,
The rising of the sun
Separates the day from the night.
A gullible heart
Easily swept off by a single smile.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Big Question
 
Life itself is a question.
In life
It's always easier to
walk away,
but are you strong
enough to turn a page?
Will you be the one
others can count on?
Will you be the one
others will want to look
like as a role model?
Will you live your life
as if know one cares?
Will you continue to
live your life in fears?
The choice is yours and
the answer lies within
your heart.
 
Judah Daniel
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The End Is Near
 
Luke 9: 44   Let these sayings sink down into your ears:  Revelation 22: 6   And
he said unto me, These sayings are faithful and true: and the Lord God of the
holy prophets sent his angel to shew unto his servants the things which must
shortly be done.
 
I was meditating on the man who had multiple encounters with JESUS When i
suddenly fell asleep.
I saw myself coming back from somewhere and suddenly there were multiple
eruptions, accidents, houses fell on each other, cars on each other. And i saw fire
falling down from heaven. It was like a rain of fire instead of water. I was
frightened but immediately i knew it was the end and i did not make it. I tried
hiding from the accident and i cried out for mercy but the era of mercy and grace
was over. I saw great destruction.
 
 
Secondly, i saw myself and my family member in a house. We were in the house
and we all ran outside. People were already raptured and we were left behind. No
hope, no future, no life because the Antichrist were fully in charge. I tried to
warn people not to receive the mark of the beast but many had already received
it. I wept bitterly. But it was too late. The spirit of the Lord was no more on the
earth to keep us in safety, no more grace and no more mercy. The eye of the
Lord was no more upon the face of the earth for safety..
 
It is not enough to give your life to Christ, you must live a holy life because
Christ is coming at a time we least expect. If you don't repent and make up your
mind to live a holy life now, I’m sure you will live to regret what comes after
rapture..
Once again 'Let these sayings sink down into your ears.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Great Truth
 
He created the world
with the word,
he's the word contained
in the kjv word,
he's the word that was
in the world from the
beginning of the world.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Home
 
A place where Giants becomes like kids
As drizzles of rain laughter flows
Running slow like tears down it flows.
Down the line,
In the night time
Solitary and calm, waiting for you to turn around.
 
This is where love and joy abounds,
Looking at each other eyeball to eyeball
seems like you're spellbound.
O what a home where love flows,
And it causes an unending Joy as it glows.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Kind Of World I Dream
 
I dream of a world without pain,
A world without sorrows and shame,
A world I will see all my good dreams come true.
I dream of a world where only God will be in charge,
A world of absolute peace and justice discharge,
I dream of a world true enough to be called a world.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Living Word
 
You cannot survive in life without me,
You cannot make it to the top without me,
Even if you mingle your way to the top,
You can't remain on top without me.
I'm life to them that find me,
I'm joy to the eyes that see me,
I'm hope to the heart that receive me,
I'm peace to them that love me.
I helped you when you are weak and not strong enough to carry on,
I lifted your spirit when it seems to be in the moulds,
I lighted you up and gave you a remodeled,
I stirred you up and gave you encouragement,
I made sure you never live a day without me being there,
You can't touch me but I can,
You can't deny my presence because it's stronger than a falling hard can,
Though many a times you can't even feel me but still i can.
Now what am I that seems to be so relevant to you more than the air that you
breathe?
I am the living word of God called Bible.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Power Of Purpose
 
The only way to be stagnant is to be purposeless,
Once you are purposeful no matter how slow you move in
life,
You will get to your destination.
Purpose does not think or say its too late no matter how late the matter may
look like at first.
 
Judah Daniel
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The True Love
 
Well i thought i had seen it all,
from beginning to the end,
and now i know i have waited all my life
to see what am feeling today is actually the true Love.
 
It's filled with enough courage and passion,
and i have seen it all from inception
that there won't be any dissolution
i will try and make it an addiction
because this is really the true Love that i've found.
 
Judah Daniel
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The Word
 
Every words carries a particular authority
you believe it or not does not change the authority the word carries
Any hopeless step you take against the word makes you increasingly helpless,
thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path.
Whatever you do to stop the truth of the word does not make the word void.
Nothing is more powerful than the word,
there's nothing and there will be absolutely nothing.
 
Judah Daniel
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There Is Still Hope
 
A moment of hope and truth,
a moment when you think you are just there and you are not just anywhere
near.
A moment when you imagine a lot of positivity about what tomorrow holds and
you wake up still struggling,
people keep on hating but you never stop pressing on and going.
A moment when you have bright dreams and all that happens around is total
obscurity and it seems as if no more hope.
A moment when you have a perfect desire,
but you turn all around  and it seems as if the whole world around you is
crumbling,
a moment when no one seems to care,
a moment when even your best friends call you different names,
a moment when tears drop from your eyes and all you could do is sleep with it
and wake up shedding more tears of shame.
Every moment has a hope in it if only you can hold on,
every moment has an unending joy in it if only you can wait a little while,
every moment has a positive answer to offer you at the end of it all.
If you know you are at the right path please don't give up,
Because the answer is just there hoping and expecting you to wait a little while
so you can get it.
 
Judah Daniel
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Think About It
 
We live for God,
We pant for more
but only few will ever get more because of
persistency.
We strive hard to please God
We looked and feel so bad when we fall,
but we forgot that no man can please God without
grace.
 
Everything about God is what dying for
Everything about Him is what hoping for
but until we play our part, God is not committed to
do His part.
 
He called Abraham and told him he would be father
of many nations
Abraham held on to God's promise.
How many of us today can hold on to God's word?
How many can see hope in hopelessness?
How many can truly see help in dark challenges?
We are all called to the race of faith but only few will be chosen.
Are you striving to be among the few chosen ones or you just want to live the
way you want?
Think about it.......
 
Judah Daniel
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Try Again
 
You can walk through the darkest path,
You can go through the toughest moments,
You can breakthrough the hardest mountain,
You can scale through all odds and still emerge
unhurt.
 
There is no such challenges that is too hard,
You've got to know this and stop all that secret
Cry's,
You can live above that fear,
You can dare all you once dread,
You can become who the creator has ordained you
to become no matter how long you've shed secret
tears.
 
It's never over till you decide to drop the baton and
say it's over,
It's never the end until you choose to end where
you think its the end,
It's never too late to turn around and try again even
no matter how many times you've failed again and
again.
 
Failure is not an excuse,
It's not written on any man's forehead so get this
as a simple clue,
Anyone who has never failed before never tried
anything new,
This is all true,
Don't get it all spurned,
And watch what happens when you step out to get it all done again...
 
Judah Daniel
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Try To Remember
 
It's all about the
moments we shared
together,
life can get better and you can be more glad remembering those precious
moments.
Going down the memory lane,
there are things yet
undone and they need to be done.
Those times when we
use to share our dreams together,
those times when all
we could ever think of is being together,
how i wish those moments we shared
together,
will actually last forever,
but now we have gone
our separate ways,
i still find it hard to
forget about those days,
when we use to lay
down together outside
watching the blue moon
and making wishes of
the things yet come in
the latter days,
how could you forget
that so easily,
i never got trapped in
my thoughts so quickly,
just look back and see
where we started from,
just think back and see
how far we have come.
Think back, think it
through and you will
see reasons for us to
be together once again.
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What A Love
 
I know of a love that knows no bound,
The love that has no limit,
Unfailing love,
Undiluted love,
Dependable love.
No one ever knows how to express the experience of true love,
The love of Christ made us all complete,
No addition can be made to this unconditional love,
No subtraction can be made to this uncontrollable love,
It is a love that flows like a river,
It is a love that gives it all before you ever thought of asking.
How much of that love do you have?
 
Judah Daniel
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When You Come Around
 
The day I was leaving
I was feeling insecure
I thought that I'd thrown away
All of those days
And what we had before
And now I believe it
After what you had to say
I thought about every day
In every way
And this is what I'll say now baby
 
You don't have to worry
Cause everything's all right
I know that you'll get me
That you'll get me through the night
 
When you come around
You know you pick me up when I'm feeling down
And I want you to know
Baby how can I show
Do I have to scream and shout
When you come around
You only have to smile and you knock me out
But I'm here on the floor
And I'm begging for more
Baby that's what love's about
 
There's so many reasons
Why our love is guaranteed
So many reasons why
I can't hide
Just what you mean to me
So say what you're thinking
While you're sitting next to me
Let all your feelings show
Just let me know
Just how it's meant to be now baby
 
You don't have to worry
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Cause everything's all right
I know that you'll get me
That you'll get me through the night
 
When you come around
You know you pick me up when I'm feeling down
And I want you to know
Baby how can I show
Do I have to scream and shout
When you come around
You only have to smile and you knock me out
But I'm here on the floor
And I'm begging for more
Baby that's what love's about
 
Judah Daniel
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Why?
 
I moved back, they ask me why?
I stand still, they want to know why?
So many people are loaded with why
that's why when they have the opportunity, they tend to ask me why?
You say No to their questions, the next thing you hear is why?
I don't really know why
many are always asking why?
I say am so coded, what my dude ask was why?
I'm just tired and fed up with all this why?
so please just tell me why?
 
Judah Daniel
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Without You
 
The all in all made everything,
Who am i without you?
What can i do without you?
Where will i go without you?
 
If i should go deep down in the ocean
Though art there,
If i should run far abroad even to a place where no man ever tread
You will still be there.
Where can i hide that you won't find me,
Where can i stay that won't make you see me?
 
Thy power is upon the face of the earth
Thy presence covers the whole earth,
You are the Lord of all,
Your grace sustains them all
And your power holds them all.
Who can live without the Lord of host?
Who then can run from him and not be lost?
 
Thy grace shields all,
Your spirit made  them one in all,
Be cast off for once and see what you are left with,
Be far for once and see how terrible the devil is ready to handle you.
 
Judah Daniel
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Your Embrace
 
Where feet may fail,
When faith seems pale,
Where tides can't fall,
When ocean drives
My soul will be still and rest in your embrace,
even in this stormy rage..
 
Judah Daniel
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You're Never Alone Even If You Feel Alone
 
When you feel like giving up, when you feel like you're alone,
when it seems like there's no more strength to carry on,
and it seems like you're walking alone on a lonely road..
 
Sometimes the journey may be gentle,
And other times there may be snow breeze like rough unclear puzzle.
At the moment you may not understand what's wrong,
But keep moving on
Bcos every bend on a road does not signify the end of the road.
Always know this,
You're never alone even if you feel alone.
 
Judah Daniel
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You'Ve Done All You Can But Still Do What He Says
You Should:
 
You stand and move all around,
you hoped for but it isn't just coming,
you look around thinking,
you stayed outdoor searching,
you strayed away while hoping,
all you ever wanted was peace of mind,
but the more you think or see is the less you always understand.
The grip is much,
the pain is grievous,
can't just say it all,
cos all hope seems to fail,
standing but couldn't stand tall,
reaching out but it isn't just enough,
you've tried all you could,
you've done all you can with no proof to show for it.
If you have done what you think you need to do,
now look up to God and ask him what he wants you to do knowing fully well that
he can do the impossible.
 
Judah Daniel
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